
LinkVan Digital Access Study 

Vignette Three       

Nicole “Because not everyone has a phone” 

This vignette is about a conversation with a participant we call “Nicole” (not her 

real name). We chose this section of the interview because we feel it shows some of 

the challenges people experience with accessing the internet. It also shows how 

innovative people can be in the way the access devices and the internet. 

After you read the vignette, think about the following questions: 

Have you experienced similar challenges in getting access to a device and the 

internet? Or, do you know other people who have experiences similar to 

Nicole’s? 

What are some other barriers to access? How do people navigate these 

barriers? 

What are some ways digital access could be more available for Nicole and 

other people who live in the DTES? 

 

After Nicole has tried out the LinkVan app, Suzanne asks, “Is there anything you 

think would make this app better?” Nicole points out, “A lot of people don’t really 

have phones.” Suzanne asks Nicole if she has a phone. “No!” exclaims Nicole, “I 

sold it.” Nicole has had various devices in addition to the phone that she once had 

– a desktop computer that she has lent to a friend for his daughter to use, one 

laptop that was stolen and another one she has recently pawned but intends to get 

back. From what we can tell, Nicole currently has no devices, but relies on public 

computers at a local women’s centre, which she uses daily. 

We ask Nicole if she finds internet to be too expensive. “No,” she says, “it’s free.” 

Suzanne looks surprised. “It’s free?” “You just have to stand outside for a long 

time,” she laughs. “I can see people standing there all night using the internet. […] 

A lot of places leave it on.” Nicole explains that when some local service providers 

close up for the night, they leave on the Wi-Fi signal for people to use. When she 

had a phone, she too would tap into these available connections and is familiar 

with several invisible hotspots within the area.  



When we ask Nicole how she charged her phone (when she had one), she identifies 

several exposed outlets throughout the neighbourhood. “That place where the old 

people live? They have one outside. […] And downtown where the [piece of 

public art] is, right in there, right at the benches. You go anywhere around the 

[name of hotel], and they have outlets everywhere.” She observes that there are 

more available outlets over on the more affluent West Side than here. “They 

should put more outlets here,” she remarks. 

 

What our survey said about Internet access: 

 

Do you use the Internet at a public library? 



  

True for you? Computers and phones are too expensive. We think that for those who say they 

are not expensive it may be because they use devices in public settings. 

 

 

True for you? ‘I can’t afford the Internet’. We think that for some people who have access to the 

Internet in their housing/residence, affordability is not an issue. 

 



 

 

‘Do you use the Internet at a public library?’ with housing status.  

Both housed and homeless people rely on public internet and devices, but homeless 

people rely on those services more. 

 

Notes: 

 

 


